Bosch Trade In and save up to £150 Promotion Terms & Conditions
1. The Bosch Trade-In and save up to £150 will run from 20.10.16 - 14.12.16 inclusive, and
incorporates savings across selected Bosch home appliances in participating stores, on
participating models.
2. The Promotion shall not apply to purchases of graded, seconds, replacements and imperfect
products or to trade/contract sales.
3. The saving to the consumer is determined by each dealer. The dealer will indicate the respective
‘up to’ values on each appliance.
4. This promotion is only valid if advertised in store and/ or on the dealer website.
5. The discount will only be given when consumer trades in a like for like large electrical home
appliance, for example a dishwasher, oven or washing machine, and will be deducted at point of
purchase.
6. It is the responsibility of the retailer to collect the old appliances and dispose ethically according
to the WEEE directive.
7. The Promotion is subject to availability of the participating models.
8. The promoter reserves the right to extend, withdraw or alter the terms of this promotion due to
circumstances beyond its control.
9. Claim of trade in value is deemed by the retailer through either a discount at purchase or
through credit after purchase.
10. The Promotion is open to UK, Channel Island, Northern Ireland and Isle of Man residents only.
11. The Promoter/Data Controller is Bosch, a division of BSH Home Appliances Limited, a company
registered in England and Wales under company registration no. 01844007, and whose
registered office is at Grand Union House, Old Wolverton Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes,
Buckinghamshire, MK12 5PT.

Cooling

Trade In Save
Message

WAP24390GB
WAQ2836SGB
WAQ28490GB
WAT24420GB
WAT28420GB
WAT28660GB
WAW28560GB
WAW28750GB
WAW32560GB
WAWH8660GB
WAYH8790GB
WVG30461GB
WVH28422GB
WTW85491GB
WTW87560GB
SMS53M08UK

£50
£50
£50
£70
£70
£100
£100
£150
£100
£150
£150
£50
£100
£70
£150
£50

SMS69M12GB
SMS69M22GB
SMS88TI26E
SMV53L00GB
SPS53M02GB
SPS53M08GB
SPS59T02GB
GSN36VW30G
KGE36BW41G
KGN36NW30G
KGN36HI32
KSV36AW31G
KSV36NW30G
KSV36VW30G
KGN39VW35G

£70
£70
£150
£50
£50
£50
£70
£150
£70
£70
£150
£150
£100
£100
£100

Category

Cooking

SKU

Hobs

Dish

Laundry

Category

BSH Home Appliances Ltd, Grand Union House, Old Wolverton Road, Milton Keynes, MK12 5PT
Registered office as above.
Registered Number : 1844007 (England).

SKU
HBA13B150B
HBA13R150B
HBA23B150B
HBC84H501B
HBM13B251B
HBM43B150B
HBN13B251B
HBA73R150B
HBG634BS1B
HBG674BS1B
CFA634GS1B
CMG633BS1B
PCH615M90E
PCP612B90E
PCP615B90B
PCP616B90E
PCQ715B90E
PIE611B18E

Trade In Save
Message
£30
£50
£50
100
£50
£70
£70
£70
£100
£100
£100
£100
£30
£30
£30
£30
£30
£30

